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Tasks, Products, and Interactions -
Ch1ractertutron 
• Phyoocal ProperiiOO 
• Ofbrlal Tra,ectonel 
Almoaphtrlc Entry r. 
-+ Alrbural Modeling 
• Entrv TrajeCtones/AblatJon 
• Energy Oepo&Jbon 
Surface-Impact Effect• 
-+ Modeling 
• Ground Damage 
• Tsunamt PropagatiOn 
Phyalca· Baaed Impact 
Risk Modeling 
• Ouanhtabve Risk Metrics 
• Scns1tiv•ty to Uncertainty 
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• Mitigation Pfenning 
• Defense Strategies 
• Response Decisions 
• Policy Development 
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Casualty Sensitivity for SOOm Impact 
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Beyond Estimated Casualties (Ec) IY 
Casualty Histogram 
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PDC2015 Scenario - Day 3 
Tsunami Modeling 
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• Added simple tsunami model, 
Toon eta!. 
• Assume wave generated 
depends on 
• Impact energy 
•Local bathymetry 
• Wave decays with distance from 
impact 
• Casualties computed from wave 
run-up 
• No local terrain 
• 1 0% of affected population 
• Two run-up threshold values 
tested 
PDC2015 Scenario - Day 4 
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Tsunami Casualties 
5 Gigaton Impact Energy 
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Example 3: Problem Overview 
• Goal 
• Assess inherent assumptions with literature airburst models 
• Task scope 
• Define single, fixed-parameter impact scenario 



















• Test case parameters 
•Size = 20m diameter 
• Density = 3 glee 
• Flight path integration based on assumed initial state 
- 20 km/s 
- 20• ent ry angle 
• Mass loss computed using high-fidelity simulation-generated relations 
• Progressive fragmentation model used for breakup and energy 
deposition curve 
• Blast footprint from spherical point source + CFD corrections 
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